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CHANGING ORGAN ALLOCATION WILL INCREASE ORGAN SUPPLY

David J. Undis*

If we change how we allocate organs we will have more organs to allocate.

We should allocate organs first to people who have agreed to donate their own organs when they die. This will cause many more people to register as organ donors and will save thousands of lives every year. Increasing the supply of organs this way is fair and simple, and it can be implemented without legislative action. It is already legal.

Would changing the organ allocation system really increase the supply of organs?

Imagine that the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) made the following announcement tomorrow: “Beginning January 1 of next year, we will make no human organ available for transplantation into any person who is not a registered organ donor. The only exceptions will be directed donations and cases where no registered organ donor matches an organ that is available.” Following the announcement of this policy change, millions and millions of people would register themselves and their children as organ donors. Wouldn’t you, too?

Registering as an organ donor would give you a better chance of getting an organ if you ever needed one. Deciding not to register would reduce your chance. When you consider that more than half of the people on transplant waiting lists in the United States will die before they get a transplant,¹ improving your odds could literally mean the difference between life and death. Agreeing to donate your organs after you die is a small price to pay for a better chance to get an organ if you ever need one to live. Almost everyone would decide to pay that price. The supply of organs would increase, and thousands of lives would be saved every year.

* David J. Undis is the Executive Director of LifeSharers, 6509 Cornwall Drive, Nashville, TN 37205; (615) 351-8622; daveundis@lifesharers.org; http://www.lifesharers.org.

In 2004, about 7,000 deceased organ donors in the United States provided the organs for about 20,000 transplants. But organs are transplanted from less than half of the eligible deceased donors. That means we could obtain 20,000 additional organs every year by changing the organ allocation system. To put that number in perspective, keep in mind that in 2004, 7,305 people were removed from the national transplant waiting list because they died, and 1,663 more were removed because they became too sick to undergo surgery. With an additional 20,000 organs per year, we could eliminate most of those deaths, reduce the size of the waiting list, and shorten waiting times for people still on the list.

We do not need medical breakthroughs to achieve these results. All we need is behavior change. Only about forty percent of Americans have signed up to donate their organs when they die. And Americans donate less than half of the organs that could be transplanted. The rest are buried or cremated. All we need to do is convince people to stop throwing away organs that could save their neighbors' lives. Changing how we allocate organs will produce that behavior change.

The idea of giving registered organ donors an allocation preference is not new. It has been around for more than fifteen years.
CHANGING ORGAN ALLOCATION

who has suggested this idea has predicted that it would significantly increase the supply of organs. Some have said it would completely eliminate the waiting list.8

But is it fair to allocate organs first to registered organ donors? Yes, in fact it makes the organ allocation system fairer. What is not fair is giving an organ to someone who will not donate his or her own, when there is a registered organ donor who needs it. It is like awarding the lottery jackpot to someone who did not buy a ticket.

Serving registered organ donors first is a simple matter of justice. Justice demands that people who are the same should be treated the same. But the person who has not agreed to donate his or her organs when he or she dies is not the same as the person who has. There is an ethically relevant difference between the two.

Imagine that a heart is available for transplant. Imagine also that two people are a good match for the heart: Mr. Donor, who has committed to donate his organs when he dies, and Mr. Keeper, who has not. Given the shortage of organs, and given that Mr. Keeper’s only alternatives to donating his organs are to bury them or burn them, should we treat Mr. Donor and Mr. Keeper as if there is no ethically relevant difference between them? No, Mr. Keeper’s failure to donate his organs is a spectacularly selfish act. He would throw away his organs instead of saving the lives of his neighbors—and those are his only available choices. It boggles the mind to suggest that his claim to an organ is ethically the same as Mr. Donor’s. Mr. Donor should get that heart, even if Mr. Keeper is sicker or has been waiting longer. Mr. Keeper has no moral claim to an organ. Giving the heart to Mr. Donor serves the cause of justice.

Perhaps more importantly, rewarding Mr. Donor’s decision to donate his organs encourages others to do the same. This encouragement saves lives. On the other hand, giving that heart to Mr. Keeper encourages others to delay signing donor cards or to refuse to sign them, and that encouragement lets more people on the transplant waiting list suffer and die.

8. See Moira Flaherty, New Organ Donation Bill Signed Amid Ethical Debate, PHYSICIANS FIN. NEWS, June 15, 2004, available at http://www.lifesharers.org/presscoverage/pfn.mht. Dr. Robert Sade said, “There are enough cadaveric organs, that is, organs that are medically suitable for transplantation, in people who die each year to completely eliminate the waiting list.” Id. Dr. Sade is a professor of surgery and director of the Institute for Human Values in Healthcare at the Medical University of South Carolina and a member of the American Medical Association Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs.
Giving organs first to organ donors encourages people to donate their organs. Giving them to nondonors does not.

But under UNOS's allocation rules, most organs are given to nondonors. In fact, UNOS allocates about sixty percent of all organs to people who have not agreed to donate their own organs when they die. As long as we allow people who refuse to donate to jump to the front of the waiting list if they need a transplant, we will always have an organ shortage.

Without organ donors there can be no organ transplants. Giving organs first to organ donors produces more organ donors, and that saves more lives. The primary goal of the organ allocation system should be to save as many lives as possible. Other goals should be secondary.

It would be simple for UNOS to change its allocation system to put registered organ donors first. UNOS could simply add a field to its waiting list database which would show whether a potential organ recipient is a registered organ donor. Then when an organ becomes available, instead of offering it first to the highest-ranked person on its match run, UNOS could offer it first to the highest-ranked registered donor.

Putting organ donors first has an important advantage over most other suggestions for increasing the supply of organs. No legislative action is needed to implement it. UNOS already has the authority to give registered organ donors an allocation preference. The UNOS Ethics Committee acknowledged this fact in its 1993 white paper titled "Preferred Status For Organ Donors," in which it wrote: "A trial could be implemented without requiring any alteration in existing legislation . . . ." In fact, UNOS already moves live donors up the waiting list if they later need a transplant. UNOS can, and should, do the same for people who agree to donate when they die.

Congress has never made tackling the organ shortage a priority, and there is no reason to think it will do so in the foreseeable future. Any-

9. We know this is true because UNOS's organ allocation rules do not consider whether potential recipients are registered organ donors and only about forty percent of Americans are registered organ donors. See Bradley Boxes Out, supra note 5.


11. See United Network for Organ Sharers, UNOS Organ Distribution Policy, June 24, 2005, § 3.5.11.6, available at http://www.unos.org/PoliciesandBylaws/policies pdfs/policy_70.pdf. Note that awarding an allocation preference to live kidney donors introduces a nonclinical factor into the organ allocation process. UNOS does not award a similar allocation preference to people who have lost a kidney for other reasons.
one who cares about the more than 90,000 people now on the national transplant waiting list should welcome an approach to increasing the organ supply that does not depend on legislative action.

To review, changing the national organ allocation system could save thousands of lives a year and improve the system's fairness. And UNOS has the power to implement this simple change. So, what is UNOS's position on this? It has not really taken one.

The closest UNOS came to adopting this proposed change was in 1993. But its white paper on the subject ultimately stopped short. It only recommended "wider societal discussion before considering concrete plans for implementation" of any system.13

UNOS, however, has not led the discussion it recommended. It has been largely silent on the subject since the publication of its white paper twelve years ago. That is unfortunate because over 55,000 people on the UNOS waiting list have died in the last ten years. Most of those deaths could have been prevented.

Fortunately, as individuals we do not need to wait on UNOS to increase the organ supply from the top down. We can attack the problem from the ground up.

You can allocate your own organs. You can offer them first to registered organ donors who will do the same for you. That is the premise behind LifeSharers.

LifeSharers is a grassroots organ donation network. Members agree to donate their organs when they die. Furthermore, they agree to offer their organs first to fellow members—if any member is a suitable match—before offering them to others. Membership is free and open to all at www.lifesharers.org. LifeSharers does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, age, physical handicap, health status, marital status, or economic status. LifeSharers welcomes everyone and turns no one away.

LifeSharers has over 3,600 members, including members in all fifty states and the District of Columbia. Over 300 LifeSharers members are minor children enrolled by their parents. LifeSharers is organized as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. It is staffed by unpaid volunteers, and its operations are funded by tax-deductible charitable contributions.

The first question most people ask when they hear about LifeSharers is: “Is it legal?” The answer is yes. LifeSharers is a form of directed donation, which is legal in all fifty states, in the District of Columbia, and under federal law.15

Every state has adopted the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act. The law in Illinois is typical. It allows donation of body parts to “any specified individual for therapy or transplantation needed by him or her . . . .”16 That is exactly what LifeSharers members do. They carefully follow the law. They donate each of their organs to a specified individual. Specifically, every LifeSharers member says: “[f]or each part of my body donated, I designate as donee that LifeSharers member who is the most suitable match as defined by the criteria in general use at the time of my death.”17 That means, for example, that I would want my liver to go to the highest-ranked LifeSharers member on UNOS’s match run.

At the federal level, the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network’s “Final Rule” governs organ allocation policy.18 It explicitly permits directed donation. The section that regulates how organ allocation policies are to be developed concludes by saying: “Nothing in this section shall prohibit the allocation of an organ to a recipient named by those authorized to make the donation.”19 Again, LifeSharers carefully follows the law. When a member dies in circumstances that permit recovery of their organs, LifeSharers provides his or her family with the names of individual LifeSharers members, if there are any, who need their organs. The member’s family then directs donation to these named individuals.20

LifeSharers is clearly legal. But can a grassroots effort really reduce the organ shortage in America? Again, the answer is yes. LifeSharers gives Americans a powerful incentive to donate their organs when they die—preferred access to the organs of all LifeSharers members.

Simply put, joining LifeSharers gives you a better chance of getting an organ if you ever need one.

As the number of LifeSharers members grows, so does the incentive to join if you are not already a member. Consider, for example, what it will be like when LifeSharers has a million members. You would be crazy not to join. If you elected not to, you would give up preferred access to a pool of one million livers, two million kidneys, one million hearts, two million lungs, and more. That access is a powerful incentive to join LifeSharers. And that incentive can dramatically boost the supply of organs in America.

No LifeSharers member has yet died in circumstances that would have permitted recovery of their organs, but it is just a matter of time. At its current membership level, there is about a seventeen percent chance that organs will be recovered from one or more LifeSharers members in the next twelve months.\(^2\) When members start getting organs from other members, LifeSharers expects a lot of publicity and a large jump in our membership.

LifeSharers cannot increase the organ supply as fast as UNOS could if it implemented our approach. But I predict LifeSharers will significantly alleviate the organ shortage before any effective legislative action is taken to reduce it.

So, LifeSharers is legal, and it will work. But is it fair? Again, the answer is yes.

I have already covered this issue from the demand side—from the standpoint of the people who need organs. It is also important to look at this issue from the supply side—from the standpoint of the people who donate organs.

If you want to give your organs to other organ donors, is it ethical for a third party to override your wishes and give your organs to someone else? Clearly it is not. But efforts are under way to do exactly that. Some bioethicists have suggested making it illegal for you to direct the donation of your organs to someone who does not have a relationship with you that fits their criteria.\(^2\)

Imagine you wanted to give some groceries to a poor person. Then imagine some "experts" tried to force you to give them instead to the United Network for Grocery Sharing, so it could decide who gets them. I expect you would find that offensive. It is even more offen-

\(^{21}\) Assuming 15,000 eligible deceased organ donors per year in a population of 300,000,000 people, the chances of one or more donors from a population the size of LifeSharers's current membership is approximately seventeen percent.

sive when "experts" say they should decide who gets your organs when you die.

This scheme is also counterproductive because it causes fewer people to donate their organs, and that causes more suffering and more death.

So, what does UNOS have to say about LifeSharers? UNOS says that "[o]ur formal position is that UNOS does not endorse LifeSharers's approach. But, UNOS does not intervene in directed donation if it is allowed by state law."23

UNOS has also said it does not believe LifeSharers has made an "appropriate interpretation of the intent of directed donation" because "the only connection between donor and recipient is that they share membership" in LifeSharers.24 LifeSharers has made no interpretation of any sort. State and federal laws regarding directed donation are clear and plainly written, and LifeSharers members carefully follow them as written. UNOS is the entity interpreting the laws, not LifeSharers.

CONCLUSION

LifeSharers deserves UNOS's support, not its opposition. Will more Americans donate their organs if UNOS says they cannot donate them to other organ donors, or will fewer donate? The question answers itself. Beyond supporting LifeSharers, UNOS should implement the LifeSharers approach as its own. By doing so, UNOS would increase the supply of organs quicker than LifeSharers will.

Allocating organs first to organ donors can save thousands of lives a year. Nothing could be simpler, nothing could be fairer, and nothing in the law says we cannot make it happen.

---

23. E-mail from Anne Paschke, Public Relations Manager, UNOS, to David J. Undis, Executive Director of LifeSharers (Feb. 12, 2004, 16:19 EST) (on file with author).